Given a p-block b of a finite group G, we show that the G-poset of Brauer pairs Ž . strictly containing 1, b has contractible G-orbit space. A similar result is proved for certain G-posets of p-subgroups. Both results generalise P. Symonds' verification of a conjecture of P. Webb. ᮊ 1999 Academic Press
w x w x Symonds 6 proved the conjecture of Webb 9 that, given a finite group < < Ž . G and a prime p dividing G , then the G-poset S S G of nontrivial p < Ž .< p-subgroups of G has contractible G-orbit space S S G rG. More generp ally, consider a G-poset S S consisting of p-subgroups of G with S S having the property that P g S S whenever P and Q are p-subgroups of G satisfying P G Q g S S. Let S S denote the G-simplicial subcomplex of S S 1 such that the nonempty simplexes in S S are the chains of the form Theorem 1 generalizes the conjectured assertion because Thevenaz᎐ w x < Ž . < Webb 8, Theorem 2 gives a G-homotopy equivalence S S G , Ž . Ž . 1
G G
In the case of the principal block, the following result is precisely the assertion conjectured by Webb. Our technique is based on a certain double chain complex, by means of which, the G-orbit space of a given G-simplicial complex X and the orbit spaces of some simplicial subcomplexes of X are to be compared with the G-orbit space of a carefully chosen G-simplicial complex Y and the orbit spaces of some simplicial subcomplexes of Y. To begin, we must generalize w x some material in Curtis᎐Reiner 3, Section 66 .
Recall that any finite G-poset W may be regarded as a G-simplicial complex whose simplexes are the totally ordered subsets of W. If W is Ž regular meaning that gx s x whenever x, y g W and g g G with x F y . < < G gx , then the G-orbit poset WrG has underlying polyhedron WrG < < canonically G-homeomorphic to the G-orbit space W rG.
Let X be a finite G-simplicial complex. The nonempty simplexes in X Ž . comprise a G-poset sd X partially ordered by the subchain relation. As a Ž . G-simplicial complex, sd X may be identified with the barycentric subdivision of X. It is easy to see that if X happens to be a G-poset, then the Ž .
Let R be a commutative unital ring of characteristic zero. Recall that Ž . the augmented chain complex C X, RG of X with coefficients in R is a chain complex of permutation RG-modules, and has G-stable R-basis 
So we may assume that X is a regular G-poset. Then an isomorphism,
G Ž . is specified by the correspondences л l tr л , and
Ž .
But XrG ( X rG, and we are finished. 
Tot D , where y1 denotes the ''dimension shift'' one place to the right. Therefore:
LEMMA 8. Suppose that xZrN x and ZyrN y are R-acyclic for all
G G Ž . Ž . Ž . nonempty x g sd X and y g sd Y . Theñ˜< < < < < < H X rG, R ( H Y rG, R ( H Z rG, R . Ž . Ž . Ž .
In particular, XrG is R-acyclic if and only if YrG is R-acyclic.
Proof. Let E be the spectral sequence arising from the column-filtra- But by Proposition 6 and Remark 7,
Ž . Ž .
sq t 1 sqtq1Ž < < . Ž< < . Therefore, H# X rG, R s H# Z rG, R . To complete the argument, Ž G . we interchange X and Y in effect, switching to the row-filtration of D . and by induction on the number of vertices of X, we may assume that Ž . xZrN x is acyclic. So Lemma 8 applies. By induction again, we may G < < < < assume that Y rG is acyclic, hence so is X rG, as required. 
Proof of Theorem
3. Again, we shall apply Lemma 8. Because the Ž . maximal Brauer pairs containing 1, b are permuted transitively by G, we may assume that T T contains a nonmaximal Brauer pair. Let X s T T , and 1 let Y be the G-simplicial subcomplex of X obtained by deleting theŽ 0 0 . G-conjugates of some minimal vertex P , e of T T. We form a double Ž . Ž . G-simplicial complex X, Y, Z such that, given nonempty simplexes P, e ŽŽ . Ž .. Ž . ŽŽ . s P , e 1 иии 1 P , e of X and Q, f s Q , f 1 иии 1 0 0 n n 0 0 Ž . . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Q , f of Y, then P, e Z Q, f provided each P , e e Q , f . Fixing m m i i j j ᎏ Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Q, f , then for each P, e g sd Z Q, f , let P, e Ј be the element of Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . sd Z Q, f obtained from P, e by inserting Q , f as the maximal term 0 0 Ž Ž . Ž . Ž . . if the maximal term is already Q , f , then P, e Ј s P, e . The 0 0 Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž . barycentric subdivision sd Z Q, f of Z Q, f is N Q, f -contractible via G P , e ¬ P , e Ј ¬ Q , f . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 0 0 < Ž . Ž . Therefore, Z Q, f NrN Q,
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